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The idea of helping people within a local
community is not new to this school. The
type of work displayed here has been accom-
plished over a number of years. It came into
being partly from a search for new ideas
which would stimulate the children and
which we could not easily contrive at school,
and partly from a genuine desire by both
staff and pupils to help the community in a
practical way.
Community work now forms an integral
part of our Mode 3 Syllabus in Workshop
Design and is embarked upon by any pupils
in their fourth and fifth years in school. It
must be examined in the light of the
philosophy which the Design Department
holds which may be briefly explained with
reference to our project sheets and the way
we view the 'Design Process'.
Our aim is basically one of presenting
open ended 'problems' which require careful
analysis before various solutions" can be
considered and the final choice made. The
flow diagram illustrates our attempt to get
the pupils to follow a logical sequence of
steps which forces them to critically
examine the many facets of the 'problem'
before embarking on a solution. In short, we
have designed for them a framework in
which to work.
Any work that can be presented as a
'problem' and attempted with the facilities
available in our Workshops and Drawing
Office, can find a place in our scheme.
These are the Design Process Sheets
which are used as guide lines by all pupils
when involved in Design work in the work-
shops. They are not rigidly followed in
every case but rather amended to suit "a
particular problem. Their blank Problem and
Research sections represent an important
educational stage in Design work.
Various Solutions
a) Sketch in perspective at least 3 possible solutions.
b) Include notes to clarify construction detail, approximate
dimensions, materials and finish.
Final Choice
a) Sketch in perspective and colour wash the final design.
b) Add notes to emplain your reasons for choosing this
solution.
Modell.
Make a full size model of the final design using such materials
as paper, cord, wire and string.
Working Drawing
a) Make a working drawing in 3rd angle projection that
complies with B.S.308 conventions and choose as large a
scale as possible.
b) Indicate the materials used and the finish of the com-
pleted project.
c) Ensure that all the construction detail is clearly indicated.
d) Draw up a cutting list and price the materials.
e) Indicate the time you consider it will take to make this









a) Obtain a photocopy of the working drawing for use in the
workshop. Record any alterations you make.
b) Note down on the back of this photocopy the order in
which you will make the various parts.
c) Also make out a timesheet to record the number of hours
spent in the workshop and fill this in each week.
Evaluation
Attach this sheet to your drawings and complete these
questions after the project has been in use for one month.
~\ Are there any changes in the design you would make?
Re-Defining Problem
After thoroughly investigating and
analysing the need, the requirements
of the problem are restated.
Various Solutions Sketched
The developing of ideas - thinking
aloud on paper - considering the useof various
materials - costing of each solution
Final Selection
Shown with perspective drawings.
Efficiency - Economy _. and simplicity
of the designscompared.
Modei and Working Drawing
Scale models iron out technical and
aesthetic problems before making the working
















1. How long has this Nursery School been running? Are there any Nursery
Schools in your village?
2. a) Number of children attending?
b) Number of boys - girls?
c) Age range?
3. Why do parents send their children to a Nursery School rather than keeping
them at home until they are of school age?
4. What is the main purpose of the Nursery School? In what way does 'play' assist
this purpose?
5. Watch the children at play. What toys appeal to the a) boys? b) girls?
6. Measure and record the average height of the children and then look to see if
the furniture and fittings are suitable for them.
7. Sketch and measure one item of furniture which you consider to be well
designed.
8. Manufacturers of toys would find a playgroup a severe testing ground for their
products. Can you find examples where a toy has failed either mechanically or
structurally?
Is it possible to bring any broken toys away to analyse the reasons for
breakage, and then repair them.
9. Are there any toys or equipment which are not really suitable for the children?
Give reasons and make sketches.
10. Are there any toys or pieces of equipment that the Sisters are interested in
obtaining?
12. How are the lavatories and washing facilities made suitable for young children?
Make a sketch and measure up so that you can re-draw back at school.
13. The sandpit has a cover which needs to be moved each day. Ask who moves it.
Do you think the task could be made easier?
14. The animal boxes and runs are also moved frequently. Do you feel that these
units are satisfactory? Suggest more suitable units or possible alterations.
A nearby Nursery School helpfully pro-
vides us with a variety of 'problems' - to
date - toy repairs, rabbit hutches, installing
pin up board, musical instruments, sand-
tray, pedal car. In groups no larger than
four, senior pupils spend a morning at the
Centre and in addition to assisting generally.
a questionnaire is completed. Cameras and
tape recorders are taken and used in some
cases. If on returning the pupils express an
interest in any area of work at the Nursery,
then this is promptly followed up. The
sand-tray well illustrates the approach to
problem solving that we are trying to en-
courage when designing functional items.
Stages 1 and 2
Problem re-defined and some research
carried out on site.
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Stage 4 Final selection - designs discussed with Nursery School,
hence castors used instead of runners.
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Nursery School - Clothes Rack
The briefing for the Clothes Rack was drawn up by two pupils after discussion with the
teachers at their school. The success or failure of a final design very largely depends on the
thoroughness with which the pupils search out the precise requirements of the problem.
This particular rack was used by the Nursery School children for hanging up their 'dressing up'
clothes. The measurements of the 'human beings' using this rack were carefully noted. The rack
needed to be portable but as it was stored in a certain corner behind a piano, its overall sizes were
critical. A wood and metal construction was used because this permitted easy dismantling of the
rack and allowed for a strong yet simple construction.
Nursery School - Tyre Skate Board
Made by a 3rd year pupil at the request
of the Nursery School pupils who had seen
one in action. This work permitted an
interesting piece of Consumer research into
the various castors available in the local
shops.
Nursery School - Hanging Bird Table
An interesting solution that was well
thought out and made in fibre-glass and steel
(brass was not used because of its price). The
fibre-glass moulds were two plastic waste-
paper baskets.
The top of the bird table is dished and
therefore can be used to hold water.
The metal perching bar and the gap
between the two fibre-glass containers were
carefully decided upon after noting and
measuring the birds at the Nursery School.
(Bird Ergonomics?)
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Nursery School - Climbing Frame
The Nursery School had an old wooden
climbing frame which was rotting. Two
pupils dismantled this frame and two other
pupils designed and made the metal frame
shown in these photographs. The Nuns who
run the Nursery School asked that the new
Design be made of a material that would
resist rot - a frame that could be dismantled
- a frame that could be moved easily to
enable access for grass cutting. 2" diame ter
mild steel tubing was considered the answer
and this was bolted and welded together to
satisfy the other constraints.
The Nursery School 'inmates' were highly
delighted with the results and it is at the
moment undergoing rigorous testing on site!
The Nuns paid for the steel tubing - the
net came from the previous frame - the
tyres were obtained from a local scrap yard
Nursery School - Alligators
The alligators in the photographs below were constructed by second year pupils interpreting
the following brief:-
Having beenshown hot to cut a bridle joint, construct a wooden toy made up of a number of
similar parts, that makes use of this joint.
A family of alligators was then presented to the Nursery School.
Nursery School - Pedal Car 16
The pedal car came into being after repairing a number of toys at the Fernham Nursery
School and it is the work of a number of fourteen year old boys who were motivated into
activity after their morning at the Centre. They returned with an idea of an open Go-Kart type of
pedal car that could be adjusted to suit different sizesof children.
1. Maximum and Minimum dimensions worked out around the children.
2. A discarded fibre-glass stool seat and old pram wheels were seen as being suitable for this
project.
3. A balsa wood model clarified drawing ideas and led to further modifications.
4. Final drawings were completed and then worked from, but modified where necessary.
The suitability of the design was checked by children at the Nursery School on a number of
occasions. However, the completed Kart was largely a failure as the drivers' legs were cramped
under the steering column and their heelsscraped the ground.
The younger children's interest in the Kart served to avoid the boys' disappointment-at its
failure and they promptly set to and altered seating and steering arrangements to achieve
something more of a success.
1. Pedalsand seating have been raised.
2. Steering column framework re-designed.
3. Steering column no longer extendable but the seat is given more room for adjustment.
4. Track rod design simplified.
Unsatisfactory pedal and steering
column design
Ackermanns Angle and other steering geo-
metry playas an important a patr here on
the pedal car as on the Go-Karts we make
and in both cases the principles need to be
clearly understood by the pupils.
Re-designed pedal car - it can be seen from
the photograph that it was certainly an
improvement.
The pedal car represents a fairly complex
design problem and it was tackled by break-
ing the problem down into various stages.
Each separate stage such as steering, frame,
etc., was approached through the Design
Process sheets, but an 'overall view' was
needed throughout to link the stages
together.
In addition to being a valuable source for
'new problems', the Nursery School also
keep us busy as a 'Repair Garage' for toy
cars, tricycles, etc.
In keeping with our Design Approach the
Worksheet shown below is completed for
each repair. Strength, ease of making the
repair and economy of material are factors
which figure in making the decision on
which solution to choose.
2. Has the break occurred because of unfair treatment or because of weak, poor design?
Give details.
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19 3. Sketch the article and note where it has broken. If necessaryinclude an enlargeddetail
drawing.
5. Will the breakdown simply need a repair or will a strengthening job also need to be
carried out?
6. Sketch and add notes to your drawings indicating a number of ways that you could
repair the item.
Old People's Home
This particular problem was our intro-
duction to the Old People's Home in 1972.
It was tackled by two pupils in their 4th
year and an interesting by-product of their
visit was that they later combined an English
C.S.E. project with this design work.
The problem was to design a kettle stand
that would permit the old people who had
arthritic hands, to pour water from the
kettle without having to lift it. The Home
already had a plywood stand in use but the
material was unsuitable because the wood
was peeling apart. The re-designed stand was
modified and perspex was used instead of
plywood.
Old People's Home - Anagram Board
The same two boys who had designed and
. made the stand, tackled this problem which
was to make a board that would -
1. Both stand and hang on the wall.
2. Provide an alphabet of letters that could
be clearly read from a distance by people
with possible eye defects.
3. Permit easy withdrawal and entrance of
the letters.
Wood, metal, and card were used in the
final solution. .
A considerable proportion of time spent
on this problem was taken up with
discussion at the Old People's Home at
various stages along the Design Process. The
old people at the Home seem to welcome
the opportunity to indulge in conversation
with young people.
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21 Faringdon Town Notice Board
Thesephotographs show some of the detail:-
It can be seen that the doors are hinged from
the top (brasshinges were used). The wood
used was Utile and it wasgiven a clear
Cuprinol finish. The top of"the frame itself
overhangs with a drip way to provise pro-
tection from the rain.
Flourescent lighting and a time-switch were
part of the original briefing - these were
not added as an afterthought but were
carefully thought out at the drawing stage.
The re-inforced glass can be clearly seen.
The type of lock was carefully chosen. It
proved to be expensive but satisfied the
requirements of having a key that was
common to all three locks used. It was neat
and once fitted, it was secure in that it
could not be removed fron the outside.
